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." "واحدة بواحدة" و "السلسة و الغفران: بين شكسبير و باكثير:عنوان البحث
Title of research: Between Shakespeare and Bakatheer: “Measure for Measure” and
“The Chain and the Forgiveness”
Abstract: This paper compares Ali Ahmed Bakatheer’s play As Silsilah wal Ghufraan
(The Chain and the Forgiveness) to Shakespeare’s play Measure for Measure and investigates the similarities between them. The comparison highlights many parallels and resemblances that support the well-known fact that Bakatheer has been influenced by
Shakespeare and indicate that The Chain and the Forgiveness is a direct mimicry of
Measure for Measure. The researcher traces several similarities in style, genre, motifs,
themes, language, titles, and content to support his argument that Shakespeare’s impact
on Bakatheer goes beyond the use of blank verse to write plays and reaches style and
content.
Key words: Shakespeare, influence, mimic, play, blank verse.
 تقارن هذه الدراسة مسرحية علي أحمد باكثير "السلسلة و الغفران" الى مسرحية شكسبير "دقة بدقة" أو:ملخص
 أظهرت المقارنة العديد من العناصر المتماثلة و المتطابقة التي أكدت على."واحدة بواحدة" وتتحرى التشابهات بينهما
." كما و بينت أن مسرحية "السلسلة و الغفران" هي تقليد لمسرحية "واحدة بواحدة.ما اشتهر من تأثر باكثير بشكسبير
تتبع الباحث تشابهات عديدة في األسلوب و النوع األدبي و المغزى و اللغة و العناويين و المضمون ليبين أن تأثير
شكسبير على باكثير ال يقف عند حدود استخدام الشعر الحر في كتابة المسرحيات بل يتعداه ليؤثر أيضا على األسلوب
.األدبي و المضمون
. شعر حر، مسرحية، تقليد، تأثير، شكسبير:الكلمات الدالة
*********************************************************************
Between Shakespeare and Bakatheer: “Measure for Measure” and “The Chain and
the Forgiveness”
Among the many playwrights who have been influenced by Shakespeare is the
Yemeni Egyptian playwright Ali Ahmed Bakatheer who was born in Indonesia in 1910.
Although Bakatheer is known as a dramatist, he originally started his career as a poet and
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wrote some novels as well. Some of his works have been translated into English and
French.
Bakatheer, as he himself indicates, has been influenced by Shakespeare during his
undergraduate English studies in Egypt in the 1930s where he studied some of his plays
(Bakatheer, the Art of Drama n.d., p. 8). His English teacher expresses his prejudice
against Arabic language and literature by claiming that the inflexibility of Arabic structure restricts the production of blank verse was the catalyst that motivated the young Ba-

om

katheer to translate the entire Romeo and Juliet into Arabic blank verses (Bakatheer, the
Art of Drama n.d., p. 8). Such a success encouraged Bakatheer to write some plays from

.c

scratch adopting the same model (Bakatheer, the Art of Drama n.d., p. 11).

er

This paper is an attempt to compare one of Bakatheer’s prose plays, As Silsilah

he

wal Ghufraan (The Chain and the Forgiveness), to Shakespeare’s Measure for Measure.
What motivated me to conduct this comparison are the many similarities that I noticed

ka
t

between the two plays. Such a comparison is expected to agree with the well- established
argument that Shakespeare’s influence on Bakatheer extends to reach not only the style

ba

but also the content. Similar to Bakatheer’s adaptation of The Merchant of Venice that
has been discussed by several researchers1, the adaptation of Measure for Measure is going to be discussed in this research to highlight the many similarities between the two
works and to argue that Bakatheer adopted Shakespeare’s play to write The Chain and
the Forgiveness.
With regard to the design of the paper, the next section will survey Bakatheer’s
life and works. The third section will tackle the influence of Shakespeare on Bakatheer’s
works. The fourth section compares between Measure for Measure and The Chain and
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the Forgiveness. As it will be noticed, I did not designate a specific section about Shakespeare’s life and his other works since much of this is well- known to researchers.
BAKATHEER’S LIFE AND WORKS:
Ali Ahmed Bakatheer was born in Indonesia in 1901 to Arab parents. His father
decided to return to Yemen when his son was ten years old because he wanted his son to
grow up in his ancestors’ environment and culture (Al-Zubaidi, 2015). In Yemen, the
young Bakatheer studied religion and Arabic language and literature before local teachers

om

in a traditional way. Within a few years he started composing poetry and teaching in a
local school. Shortly after, his distinguished qualifications allowed him to run the local

.c

school. However, Bakatheer decided to leave Yemen after the early death of his first

er

wife. He left in the beginning of the 1930s and visited some African countries before he

he

decided to settle in Saudi Arabia where he composed some poems and wrote his first poetic/verse play Humam Aw Fi Bilad Al Ahqaf (Humam or In Al- Ahqaf Lands) imitating

ka
t

in his endeavor the famous Arabic poet Ahmed Shawqi.
In 1934, Bakatheer left Saudi Arabia for Egypt where he was exposed to Shake-

ba

speare and the Western culture. He studied English Language and Literature at the University of Cairo and graduated with a bachelor degree in 1939. During his undergraduate
studies he translated into Arabic Romeo and Juliet and composed Akhnatoon wa Nifertiti
(Akhenaten and Nefertiti) in blank verse; and thus he became the first Arabic poet and
playwright to compose an Arabic drama in blank verse (Bakatheer, the Art of Drama,
n.d.; Al-Zubaidi, 2010). In 1940, Bakatheer received a Diploma from an educational institute of teachers to become a professional English teacher. During his teaching career,
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he visited France (in 1954) for research purposes. In 1955, he shifted his career to the
Ministry of Culture and continued to work there until his death in 1969.
Bakatheer, who spoke several languages, visited several countries like Russia,
Romania, France, United Kingdom, Turkey, Kuwait, Syria, and Lebanon. He married his
second wife in Egypt and was granted Egyptian nationality. Bakatheer did not have any
children.
In recognition of his efforts and creativity, he was granted several prizes and

om

medals from states, officials, and cultural institutions. Some of his plays were on the top
of some literary and national lists. While he was working for the Egyptian Ministry of

.c

Culture, he was granted the first sabbatical leave in the history of the ministry.

er

With regard to Bakatheer’s work, it is worth noting that he has a prolific literary

he

life. He composed around thirty eight (prose) plays, six (verse) plays, seven novels, four
books, sixteen essays and lectures, and four collections of poetry. His master piece Mal-

ka
t

hamat Omar (Epic of Omar) is a very long play. It was published in nineteen volumes in
1969. This makes it “the second longest drama after the English playwright Thomas Har-

ba

dy's huge poetic drama The Dynasts” (Al- Zubaidi, 2015). Unfortunately this drama has
not been translated yet into English2 though some other plays have already been translated into English and French. A number of Bakatheer’s plays are very popular in Arab
countries and many have been performed in private and public theaters. Some of his
works were adopted in cinema such as Al-Qadesiyyah and Ash- Shayma’ movies.
Bakatheer’s plays vary in their orientations. Generally speaking, they are historical dramas, comedies, tragedies, and social plays. These dramas are both prose and verse.
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However, the majority of them are prose. Bakatheer used blank verse to write the verse
dramas.
The main fourth topics that manifest in Bakatheer’s works are history, nationalism, politics, and social life (Al- Zubaidi, 2015). Most of his plays focus on historical
events and biographies. For instance, Epic of Omar covers a big portion of Omar’s life,
the second Muslim ruler after the Prophet Muhammad. With regard to nationalism and
politics, Bakatheer addressed various topics such as communism as in Al- Tha’ir Al- Ah-

om

mar (The Red Rebel) and the Arab- Israeli conflict as in Shaylock Al Jadeed (The New
Shylock) and At Tawrah Adhae’ah (The Missing Torah). Although many of his plays

.c

were written in early days, Bakatheer prophesized the occupation of Palestine and the

er

collapse of communism before they occurred. Concerning the plays that tackle social

wa Fi’ran (Cats and Mice).

he

matters, we find several of them such as Habl Al-Ghaseel (The Laundry Rope) and Qitat

ka
t

Although Bakatheer lived during a chaotic time in which Arab nations were
fighting for their independence and trying to find their way in a very polarized world

ba

(communism and capitalism), he was one of the few intellectuals who focused on the Islamic and Arabic heritage as ultimate principles for their nation’s renaissance. Bakatheer
used his pen for that endeavor. Hence he is considered by many as a vital Islamic pioneer
in drama, poetry, and novels in the modern time (Al- Zubaidi, 2015; Humeid, 2015). But
choosing such a path caused him to suffer in his life. For several years, his plays were not
given an opportunity to be performed in several stages in Cairo, which was the most important cultural city during that era. Such theaters were under the control of nationalists
who would not tolerate religious perspectives (Humeid, 2015; Ulwan, 2008; Hudeib n.d.).
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Bakatheer’s legacy escalated after his death. Many studies and research have been
conducted to shed the light on his life and works. A group of researchers (such as AbdulHakeem Al-Zubaidi and Muhammad Abu Bakr Humeid) dedicated their time and efforts to preserve Bakatheer’s heritage. In addition to the great number of studies that were
conducted on Bakatheer, the two researchers worked tediously to collect and publish the
scattered works of Bakatheer. Such a great effort resulted in the launch of an encyclopedic website that contains a massive corpus of thousands of pages. Although much effort

om

was paid to revive Bakatheer’s personal work and the many other works that were conducted on that, the heritage of Bakatheer is still in need for more time, support, and dedi-

.c

cation to bring forth its treasures.

er

In the last three decades more attention has been paid to this great author. Fortu-

he

nately, four collections of Bakatheer’s scattered poetry were published and several workshops and conferences were held to discuss his blank poetry, his Islamic, political, and

ka
t

national views, and to compare his works to that of other intellectuals. Some of these
studies focused on these works whose titles illustrate Bakatheer’s influence by some

ba

Western authors. For example, Oedipus Tragedy seems to be inspired by Greek literature
while The New Faustus appears to be an imitation of Goethe's Faustus. The New Shylock
is considered by several researchers (see below) as mimicry of Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice. Generally speaking, Shakespeare’s influence on Bakatheer’s plays indicates a fundamental impact of the Western culture on the Arabic theater.
THE INFLUENCE OF SHAKESPEARE ON BAKATHEER’S WORKS:
The influence of Shakespeare on Bakatheer’s drama can be vividly noticed in The
New Shylock, which is a direct mimicry of Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice. How-
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ever, the influence of Shakespeare on Arabic drama, in general, can be traced earlier before Bakatheer. It is evident that some Arab writers had already imitated Shakespeare in
writing their dramas before Bakatheer (Alshetawi, 1993; Al Sufyani, 1994). Ahmad
Shawqi, for instance, is considered as the first and the most prominent Arab poet and
playwright who mimicked directly and successfully Shakespeare’s style (Nu’aymah,
2012). Shawqi, who was the first poet to produce a high-standard poetic/verse drama in
Arabic, was exposed to the Western traditional drama during his educational visits to

om

France (and later Britain) in the late 19th century (Az Zirikly, 2012 p. 173; Nu’aymah,
2012, p. 44). Shawqi was very impressed with theater and performance in general and in

.c

Shakespeare in particular to the point that he composed a poem praising the great English

er

poet (Arslan, 1936, p. 295). Shakespeare’s influence on Shawqi manifested in the latter’s

he

mimicry of some of the former’s dramas and the use of poetry in writing historical and
social verse plays. For example, Masra’ Kilyobatra (The Death of Cleopatra) which is a

ka
t

clear imitation of Antonio and Cleopatra illustrates Shakespeare’s impact on Shawqi. In
her master thesis, Nu’aymah (2012) compares the two plays and concludes that Shawqi

ba

has imitated Shakespeare in style and subject. However, Shawqi disagrees with Shakespeare concerning the representation of the Queen Cleopatra. According to Nu’aymah,
Shawqi portrays Cleopatra as ”an intelligent queen, loyal to her country and prefers it to
her love. For the sake of her country, she fights the mightiest army in the world “(2012,
p. 70). On the other hand, the Western view of this orient woman as it appears in Shakespeare’s plays represents Cleopatra as “a cunning woman who uses deceit and seduction
to win. She has no goal except enjoying the luxurious life that she has and trapping everyone who sees her…” (Nu’aymah, 2012, p. 70).
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Yet, Bakatheer’s first exposure to Shakespeare was indirectly through the verse
plays of Ahmad Shawqi. This new genre (verse play) did change Bakatheer’s view on
poetry after he was totally accustomed to the traditional poetry. Bakatheer describes his
novel experience in verse play in his book Fann Al- Masrahiyyah min Tajarobi Ash
Shakhsiyyah (The Art of Drama: My Personal Experience). He writes: “I was amazed to
discover that poetry has transformed into a conversation and a dialogue between two
people or more in a way that enables every character to express himself and his perspec-

om

tive and thus, he struggles with the other characters” (n.d. p. 4). Within a short time, Bakatheer adopted Shawqi’s poetic style and wrote his first play Humam aw Fi Aasimat Al-

er

(Bakatheer, the Art of Drama n.d., p. 4).

.c

Ahqaf (Humam or In Al-Ahqaf Capital) in verse following the traditional rhythmic poetry

he

After a few years Bakatheer moved to Egypt where he was exposed directly to
Western literature through his English studies at the University of Cairo from 1934- 1939

ka
t

(Al Zubaidi, 2010, p. 244). Bakatheer acknowledges his fascination with Shakespeare. He
writes in his book “I was specifically attracted to Shakespeare’s works” (Bakatheer, the

ba

Art of Drama n.d., p. 7). Shortly after that, Bakatheer started to translate some scenes
from the Twelfth Night into Arabic traditional poetry/ Lyric. Some parts of that translation were published in a literary magazine (Bakatheer, the Art of Drama n.d., p. 8).
After a few months, and for the first time in the history of Arabic literature, Bakatheer translated completely one of Shakespeare’s plays (Romeo and Juliet) into Arabic
in blank verse (Bakatheer, the Art of Drama n.d., p. 11; Al- Zubaidi, 2015). This took
place while Bakatheer was an undergraduate student at the University of Cairo. During a
class discussion, one of Bakatheer’s English instructors pointed out that English is a
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unique language that is distinguished with blank verse more than any other languages. He
further mentioned that although French intellectuals tried to imitate English poets in this
style, their endeavor was only slightly successful. He finally added: “surely this [blank
verse] never existed in your Arabic language and will never exist in the future” (Bakatheer, the Art of Drama n.d., p. 8). This very last phrase was the trigger for Bakatheer’s
first trial to write poetry in blank verse. Bakatheer related that incident in his book and
mentioned his objection to that claim. He addressed his teacher:

om

Yes, I agree that this kind of poetry does not exist in our literature because
every nation has its own artistic features and traditions. And among the

.c

conventional tradition of Arabic poetry is the rhyme. However, there is

er

nothing to prevent Arabic from having blank verse since Arabic is a flexi-

he

ble language that is able to take account of every kind of literature and poetry (Bakatheer, the Art of Drama n.d., p. 7-8).

ka
t

Bakatheer remarks that “the instructor did not pay heed to what I said; therefore I felt that
I had to challenge his claim and refute it via a practical proof.” (Bakatheer, the Art of

ba

Drama n.d., p. 8)

Bakatheer’s mind was occupied with that challenge. Very soon, he sat himself
down to translate Romeo and Juliet into Arabic blank verse. Within a short time and
while he was still a student, Bakatheer completed two projects, namely translating Romeo
and Juliet and composing entirely his first play (Akhenaten and Nefertiti) in blank verse
following Shakespeare’s example in both the language (blank verse) and the style (constructing the plot and dividing up the acts and the scenes) (Bakatheer, the Art of Drama
n.d., p. 12). Afterward, Bakatheer authored several verse and prose plays. One of the
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most famous prose plays is The New Shylock in which he seems to mimic Shakespeare’s
The Merchant of Venice.
Several studies have been conducted on this political and patriotic play that tackles the Israeli- Arab conflict. Some of these studies are Mahmoud Shetywi’s The Merchant of Venice in Arabic in 1995 and At-Ta’theer Ashekspeeri fi Masrah Bakatheer (The
Shakespearian Influence in Bakatheer’s Theater) by Al Sufyani 1994.
In an attempt to explain the reason behind Bakatheer’s adaptation of Shake-

om

speare’s The Merchant of Venice, Shetywi, an expert in Shakespeare’s impact on Arabic
drama and the author of Shakespeare in Arabic: A Bibliographical Essay, argues that the

.c

lack of negative representation of Jews in Arabic literature motivated Bakatheer, as well

er

as others, to turn to other nations’ depictions of Jews (Shetywi, 1995, p. 9). According to

he

Shetywi, Shylock is considered by Arab writers as a prototype of Zionist zealotry. Therefore, Bakatheer decided to choose him to be his main character because he “saw an affini-

ka
t

ty between the Zionist demand to implement the terms of the Balfour Declaration3 and
Shylock’s unswerving drive for the implementation of the law pertaining to the bond of

ba

flesh” (Shetywi, 1995, p.19). However, Shetywi, who discusses briefly anti-Semitism,
does not forget to point out that “Jews have rarely been persecuted or misrepresented in
Arab literature all through the ages until the rise of Zionism”; and thus “one may not necessarily describe The New Shylock as anti- Jewish. Indeed Arab writers writing about the
Jewish problem point out that the Jews have always lived in harmony with Arab people”
(Shetywi, 1995, p. 38). It is worth noting that Bakatheer did not use Shylock in other
plays that tackle the Arab- Jewish conflict (Shetywi, 1995, p. 18).
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In The Shakespearian Influence in Bakatheer’s Theater, Al-Sufyani (1994) focuses on the impact of Shakespeare’s style and content on Bakatheer. Hence, a big portion of the research is devoted to a detailed comparison between The Merchant of Venice
and The new Shylock. In this comparison, the researcher juxtaposes the elements of the
two plays, namely the origin and the resources of the plays, the structure and the plot,
Shylock and his representation, and the other characters’ representations and denotations.
The other parts of the research focus on Bakatheer’s translation of Shakespeare’s plays

om

and Bakatheer’s perspectives on drama before and after his influence by Shakespeare. AlSufyani concludes that although Bakatheer was still novice in this new genre (i.e. Arabic

.c

blank verse drama), he successfully adopted the dramatic style of Shakespeare instead of

er

the musical/singing style. As a result, he wrote in blank verse, divided his plays into acts

he

and scenes, created secondary characters that do not influence the course of the story but
inform the audience about some parts of the story, used second plots, added psychologi-

ka
t

cal readings of the characters, and introduced soliloquy. The research agrees with the argument that Bakatheer has been influenced by Shakespeare in different ways and proves,

ice.

ba

in a close comparison, that The New Shylock is a vivid mimicry of The Merchant of Ven-

But here arises a question: did Bakatheer mimic any of Shakespeare’s other
plays? The next section will try to answer this question by comparing Bakatheer’s The
Chain and the Forgiveness to Shakespeare’s Measure for Measure.
THE CHAIN AND THE FORGIVENESS AND MEASURE FOR MEASURE:
As-Silsilah wal Ghufran (The Chain and the Forgiveness) is a prose play written
by Bakatheer in 1949 and won the prize of the Ministry of Education in the same year
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before it was published in 1951 by Egypt House for Publications (Bakatheer, 1951). The
Chain and the Forgiveness is a bit difficult to be categorized. According to Al- Zubaidi
(2010), it is an allegorical play, a historical play, and a historical and social play4. However, I am inclined to consider it a tragic Comedy as we will see below.
The (150 pages) play that has not been translated into English yet takes place in
Egypt in the 9th century during the ruling of the famous Muslim ruler Ahmad ibn Tulun.
It is about the life of a rich merchant (AbdTawwab) who commits a sin and returns to

om

God with a sincere repentance. The story goes as follows:

The protagonist (AbdTawwab) who is pious, benevolent, and a philanthropist is

.c

tempted to have unlawful sexual intercourse with his friend’s wife (Gayda’) while his

er

friend (Qasim) is in prison. AbdTawwab takes advantage of that poor lady who is trying

he

to pay off her husband’s debt to rescue him from prison.

AbdTawwab regrets his act immediately and continues to support Gayda’ and her

ka
t

mother who is aware of all that happens. The death of Gayda’ while she is trying to abort
her illegitimate fetus frustrates her mother (Om Mastoor) and causes her to develop a

ba

great deal of hatred toward AbdTawwab who, in spite of Om Mastoor’s attitude, continues to support her. Om Mastoor reveals to AbdTawwab that she would have unclosed his
secret if it would not have hurt her reputation and the honor of her daughter. Therefore,
she decides to keep everything secret including her plotting to take revenge of AbdTawwab.
Qasim, who is released after the death of his wife, does not know anything about
his friend’s crime or about the real cause of his wife’s death. He visits AbdTawwab to
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thank him for paying off his debt and supporting his wife and his mother in law.
AbdTawwab lends him money to restart his business.
AbdTawwab, who still suffers (spiritually) as a result of his vice, is pushed by his
sister (Asiyah) to marry Kawthar. Asiyah is a sweet- hearted sister who is fond of her
brother who never fails to support her and her orphan daughters over the years. She motivated AbdTawwab to marry and warns him of their greedy brother AbdJawad who does
not wish his younger brother (AbdTawwab) to get married lest he lose his right to his

om

brother’s money after his death. Anyway, AbdTawwab leaves his wife after a few months
of their marriage to assist his friend (Qasim) in Levant and to become his partner after

.c

that.

er

During that time, the plot of Om Mastoor (Gayda’s mother) is executed. She in-

he

vites Kawthar (AbdTawwab’s young wife) to her house and tempts her son (Mastoor) to

crime.

ka
t

sleep with her. Kawthar becomes pregnant and moves to her family house to cover up her

Once AbdTawwab returns from his journey, he is visited by Om Mastoor who ex-

ba

citedly tells him that her son has impregnated his wife as an act of revenge. Surprisingly,
AbdTawwab forgives his wife, brings her back to his house, and adopts her son. However, Om Mastoor’s revenge results in damaging her sole son (Mastoor) who happens to be
married to Qasim’s sister.
After a few months of his marriage, Mastoor murders his wife when he discovers
that she is pregnant with an illegitimate baby. His mother comes to fight AbdTawwab
and accuses him of being the cause of all of that trouble i.e. the death of her daughter and
the anticipated execution of her son who has just killed his wife. AbdTawwab tries to
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calm her down but in vain. She threatens to unclose the secrets of AbdTawwab i.e. his
affair with her daughter and his wife’s bastard son. But AbdJawad (AbdTawwab’s brother) who works in the court coerces her to keep silent to protect her son’s reputation and
herself from the ruler’s punishment since she is the bawd who has arranged for her sonKawthar’s meeting. Then he threatens her to use his reputation (as a worker in the judicial system) to testify against her.
AbdTawwab renews his repentance repeatedly because he believes that all of the

om

other sins are the consequences of his own sin. He thinks that his vice has generated a
chain of vices. Therefore, he asks God to end his suffering and to break that chain off.

.c

Finally, the continuous occurrence of the illegitimate sexual acts and the revenge come to

er

an end through the virtue of forgiveness. AbdTawwab prays for God’s forgiveness and

he

forgives all of his enemies (or those who wronged him). While he is on his deathbed, he
asks Om Mastoor and Qasim to forgive him. They do so and he feels that the chain has

ka
t

broken. Therefore, he dies happily without feeling burdened with any sin.
THE COMPARISON BETWEEN THE TWO PLAYS:

ba

As it is discussed above, Bakatheer admits that he was influenced by Shakespeare
in his writing. This influence manifests in three things, namely the translation of some of
Shakespeare’s works, the adaptation of blank verse in plays, and the direct and the indirect mimicry of his plays i.e. either by mimicking a specific play as in The New Shylock
or by following his model in general; For instance, using drama to tackle historical and
social issues. To further investigate this influence, this part of the research brings to the
light the impact of Shakespeare’s Measure for Measure on The Chain and the Forgiveness via a brief comparison that will highlight the similarities between the two works.
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The similarities between the two plays can extend from the genre and the title to the subject matter and the style. With regard to the genre and title, one can argue that Bakatheer
follows Shakespeare’s model in discussing historical and social issues through plays. In
this play, The Chain and the Forgiveness, Bakatheer mixes history (the life of Muslim
families living in Egypt in the 9th century) and the social issues (forgiveness, revenge,
and repentance) to produce a nice product that promotes religious and social values.
Shakespeare, on the other hand, uses history (People living in Vienna) and some social

om

issues (choice and forgiveness (Candido, 2014)) to build his famous play that is originally
inspired by George Whetstone’s Promos and Cassandra and Heptameron of Civil Dis-

.c

courses (Campbell, 1966, p. 507/8).

er

Measure for Measure is considered by many critics as a problem play, a problem

he

comedy, and a dark/tragic- comedy (Candido, 2014; Campbell, 1966). Similarly, The
Chain and the Forgiveness can be considered as a problem play or (most likely) a tragic-

ka
t

comedy. The title ‘problem play’ entails that in such a play the “sexual passion is substituted for the romantic love” and the plot focuses “on the victim of this pas-

ba

sion”(Campbell, 1966, p. 509). AbdTawwab’s, Ghayda’s, and Kawthar’s stories illustrate
these two features. However, the combination of tragic and comedy elements (such as
Om Mastoor’s plot and AbdTawwab’s marriage) renders The Chain and the Forgiveness
a tragic- comedy play. Such a similarity in the genre is reflected on the titles that reflect
and highlight ‘the measure for measure’ motif. Needless to say that such a motif can be
predicted easily from Shakespeare’s title but not from Bakatheer’s. However, a quick
reading of the summary of Bakatheer’s play reveals that the phrase ‘The Chain’ means
the recurring ‘measure for measure’ act. Briefly speaking, AbdTawwab has affairs with a
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lady whose brother has affairs with AbdTawwab’s wife. Then the wife of that brother has
affairs with another man. It is a cycle of ‘measure for measure’ that can be considered as
a human or a divine revenge or punishment.
The title ‘Measure for Measure’ is mentioned clearly in Shakespeare’s play when
the Duke says:
The very mercy of the law cries out
Most audible, even from his proper tongue,

om

“An Angelo for Claudio, death for death.”

Haste still pays haste, and leisure answers leisure;

er

measure.— (Act 5 scene 1)

.c

Like doth quit like, and measure still for

he

Here the Duke plainly explains the meaning of the title when he talks about Angelo’s
punishment in the last scene. The Duke uses the phrase ‘death for death’ to emphasize an

ka
t

equal punishment similar to ‘an eye for an eye’. In short, the title of the play is parallel to
the deputy’s punishment.

ba

In Bakatheer’s play, the Arabic phrase ‘Kama Tadeenu Tudaan’ that AbdTawwab
utters after he receives the news that his wife is impregnated by Mastoor can be translated
literally into English as ‘as you deal with others you will be dealt with’ or ‘what goes
around comes around’. It is an accurate phrase that indicates a reflective act that
goes/bounces back in the other direction to hurt the one who initiates the sin (or wrongs
the victim). In short, it is a ‘measure for measure’ punishment or, more precisely, a just
revenge that is equal or similar to a transgression in quantity. When this ‘measure to
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measure’ punishment reoccurs or re-bounces more than one time in the play, Bakatheer
used the word ‘chain’ to reflect its repetitive nature.
However, AbdTawwab considers this repetitious ‘measure for measure’ act as a
fair punishment from God when he says “[this is] the divine punishment“ (Bakatheer,
1951, p. 77). Likewise, Om Mastoor considers her explicit revenge, that she thinks is
equal to AbdTawwab’s vice, as a divine one. She illustrates that when she informs
AbdTawwab about his wife and says “She is pregnant in her 7th month. All thanks be to

om

God who kept me alive until I saw the divine revenge befalling and seizing you. My heart
is comfortable now and my grudge has cooled down” (Bakatheer, 1951, p. 76). In these

.c

few sentences, Om Mastoor expresses her satisfaction with the divine revenge that she

er

arranged for. It is worth noting that she does not plot for anything else except for an equal

he

revenge i.e. an eye for an eye. She, for instance, does not plot for anything that will hurt
AbdTawwab physically or financially. In a way, she is accurate in her revenge and ap-

ka
t

plies the ‘measure for measure’ principle precisely.
This brings to the mind the punishment that the Duke chooses for Angelo. It is the

ba

equal and the exact punishment. It comes from the Duke, whose knowledge and exercise
of authority seem “like pow’r divine” (Doty, 2012, p. 56). Therefore, he does not reveal
his identity and chooses to pursue his disguise, by taking the role of the friar (with his
Godly knowledge), to arrange meticulously for the exact and accurate punishment based
on his ‘measure for measure’ principle. He, for example, makes Angelo sleep with his
fiancé (exactly as Claudio sleeps with his fiancé). He puts Angelo’s life at risk as Angelo
puts Claudio’s life at risk (i.e. death for death) before both souls are saved at the end of
the play. Further, the same principle entails that every man should marry the very lady
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that he once had sex with. This includes Lucio who is forced to marry the whore that he
impregnates. In short, the Duke uses the ‘measure for measure’ principle as a fair criterion to achieve justice exactly as AbdTawwab and Om Mastoor (and other characters as
well) believe that God applies it.
The ‘measure for measure’ motif is a crucial element that can be traced in the two
plays in different places and in different ways. It seems that some characters are conscious of it. The Duke, for instance, alludes to its meaning at the beginning of the play.

om

He addresses Angelo:

Heaven doth with us as we with torches do,

.c

Not light them for themselves; for if our virtues

er

Did not go forth of us, 'twere all alike

he

As if we had them not. (1.1.)

In these lines, the Duke motivates Angelo to serve people around him and benefit them

ka
t

with his virtue as he benefits from heaven. This seems to be the crucial concept of goodness between people that urges us to benefit and help others as God benefits, helps and

ba

blesses us. The more God bestows His blessings on someone, the more he is expected to
help people around him with those blessings. It is a positive ‘measure for measure’ that
maintains goodness in our life. However, if those who are blessed by God do not turn His
graces to their communities, our life will be doomed and such people are expected to be
dealt with (by God) in the same manner.
To achieve justice, the Duke seems to implement the ‘measure for measure’ principle. This principle has a religious connotation. Shakespeare has borrowed its spirit from
a famous biblical statement of Jesus’s famous sermon on the mountain. The statement
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reads: "Judge not, that ye be not judged. For with what judgment ye judge, ye shall be
judged: and with what measure ye mete, it shall be measured to you again” (King James
Version, Matthew 7:1-3). It seems that the Duke implements the last part of this advice:
“For with what judgment ye judge, ye shall be judged: and with what measure ye mete, it
shall be measured to you again”. His intention to let Angelo be judged exactly as he
judges others manifests earlier in the play when the Duke delivers his soliloquy at the end

…
Shame to him whose cruel striking

.c

Kills for faults of his own liking.

om

of the second scene of act 3. He says:

er

…

he

How may likeness made in crimes,
Making practice on the times,

ka
t

To draw with idle spiders’ strings

Most ponderous and substantial things.

ba

Craft against vice I must apply:
With Angelo to-night shall lie
His old betrothed but despised;
So disguise shall, by the disguised,
Pay with falsehood false exacting,
And perform an old contracting. (3.2.)
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Here the intention of the Duke becomes clear. He plans to let Angelo “Lie His old betrothed” in order to “Pay with falsehood false exacting”. So, the entire arrangement of the
Duke (or as he calls it ‘craft’) is built on this principle.
Yet, other characters are conscious of the same principle. Isabella, for example,
uses it as a means to argue with Angelo in an attempt to convince him to have mercy on
her brother. She says:

If he had been as you and you as he,

om

…

You would have slipt like him; but he, like you,

.c

Would not have been so stern (2.2.)

er

In these lines, we notice that Isabella is aware of the ‘measure for measure’ principle.

he

However, she gives her brother a credit (by expecting him to be a merciful judge if he is
to be a judge) when she compares him to Angelo. She tells Angelo that her brother would

ka
t

not judge you as you judge him.

As a candidate nun, Isabella uses the same principle with a religious flavor:

ba

… How would you be,

If He, which is the top of judgment, should
But judge you as you are? O, think on that;
And mercy then will breathe within your lips,
Like man new made.

Isabella, here, urges Angelo to show mercy to her brother as Angelo wishes to be shown
mercy from God if it happens and he commits the same mistake. It seems that Isabella
reminds him that showing mercy will give you mercy.
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In the fourth scene of the second Act, a long conversation between Angelo and
Isabella takes place when she comes to talk to him:
ANGELO
Plainly conceive, I love you.
ISABELLA
My brother did love Juliet,
And you tell me that he shall die for it.

om

Comparing Angelo’s love to her brother’s gives Isabella the opportunity to use the same
principle (measure for measure). In a way, she tells Angelo that if you want to kill my

.c

brother for that love, then you too must be killed by another judge who uses the same

er

law. Such a comparison, which is the core of the ‘measure for measure’ principle, indi-

he

cates that Isabella is well- acquainted with that principle that the Duke will apply at the
end of the play.

ka
t

It appears that even Angelo is fully aware of the ‘measure for measure’ principle.
This can be noticed in his speech when his secret is revealed. He addresses the Duke:

ba

….. Then, good prince,

No longer session hold upon my shame,
But let my trial be mine own confession:
Immediate sentence then and sequent death
Is all the grace I beg

Angelo requests to be put to death based on the same law that he was planning to exercise
on Claudio. He does not hesitate to apply ‘measure for measure’ principle on himself.
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Yet, it seems that the Duke uses ‘measure for measure’ in a positive way that varies slightly. After he proposes to marry Isabella he says” What's mine is yours and what
is yours is mine” to indicate how he intends to act in his future life with Isabella. He is
offering to give her everything he has (love, wealth, etc) as he is expecting her to do the
same. It is a ‘measure for measure’ marriage.
The ‘measure for measure’ motif can be observed straightforwardly in The Chain
and the Forgiveness in almost every scene. The protagonist, AbdTawwab, seems to be

om

the ultimate conscious character of this principle. This might be attributed to his earliest
sin (having sex with Gayda’) that generates a series of sins or a ‘chain’ of treacheries.

.c

Using the phrase ‘the chain’ repeatedly by AbdTawwab to comment on the recurrent

er

treachery definitely indicates his awareness of people’s vengeance that is built on the

he

‘measure for measure’ principle. He does realize that Om Mastoor takes revenge by punishing him exactly with something similar to his mistake. He, for instance, tells Om Mas-

ka
t

toor: “I do know that you made it (arranging and helping her son to seduce Kawthar) as
an exact recompense. I swear that the saddest part of your son’s act is that recompense

ba

has befallen his wife” (Bakatheer, 1951, p. 140). The phrase ‘an exact recompense’ entails a ‘measure for measure’ way of punishment. However, this way of punishment
and/or revenge is not expected to be stopped since the revenger will be vulnerable for a
new punishment or revenge. Therefore, AbdTawwab, who is fully aware of this escalation of the chain of sins, expresses his deep sorrow when he comes to know that Mastoor
is affected by another fold of the ‘exact recompense’. Surprisingly, AbdTawwab’s
awareness of the chain of ‘measure for measure’ revenge urges him to advise his friend
and partner (Qasim) not to marry his sister to Mastoor because he expects something
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wrong to happen to her (Bakatheer, 1951, p. 84). The same expectation can be noticed in
Kawthar’s mother who expects God’s revenge to fall upon Mastoor who seduces her
daughter. She uses the phrase “God made him drink from the same cup that he made us
drink from before “(Bakatheer, 1951, p. 113). This means ‘God inflected on him the
same punishment that he wronged us with’.
Another major character who is aware of this principle in Bakatheer’s play is Om
Mastoor who believes that God will punish AbdTawwab for his crime (Bakatheer, 1951,

om

p. 76). Even after she takes revenge from AbdTawwab (by letting her son seduce
AbdTawwab’s wife), she accuses him of being the reason of her son’s calamity (killing

.c

his wife for sleeping with someone else). She says “this new calamity is the consequence

er

of that old one” (Bakatheer, 1951, p. 118). However, she changes her mind afterward

he

and admits that “no one wronged him (her son) but me” (Bakatheer, 1951, p. 140). This
entails the return of Om Mastoor’s revenge to her own son on a ‘measure for measure’

ka
t

basis. AbdTawwab realizes this and asks God to stop this repetitive sin in several places
in the play (Bakatheer, 1951, p. 100 & 145). It seems that he is extra conscious about his

acts.

ba

sin and its consequences more than Angelo who does not seem to pay any heed to his

Yet, forgiveness is another element that finds its way in this comparison. It appears vividly in Bakatheer’s drama when AbdTawwab puts an end to that ‘chain’ of sins
through forgiveness. As Isabella forgives Angelo, AbdTawwab forgives his enemies.
AbdTawwab understands that he must exercise forgiveness to break the chain. He addresses Om Mastoor after she hears about her son’s crime:
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“…. I will take care of you…This is the decree of God that has already been predetermined… This is the chain of sin that chained us all together and nothing will break it except forgiveness … Forgive me Om Mastoor in order to break up the chain” (Bakatheer,
1951, p. 120)
Although AbdTawwab beseeches Om Mastoor for forgiveness to put that matter
to an end, she does not forgive him (at least in the beginning). However, AbdTawwab
himself, the main pious character in Bakatheer’s play, seems to be eager to forgive more

om

than anyone else. Likewise, Isabella, the pious figure whose piety is depicted clearly, has
the most forgiveness. Indeed the piety of these two characters is illustrated from the very

.c

beginning of the two plays i.e. AbdTawwab reads the Quran (the Muslims’ Holy Scrip-

er

ture) and Isabella discusses religious issues in a nunnery.

he

The forgiveness theme is reflected in The Chain and the Forgiveness in both the
title and the content. It is an important theme that is emphasized by Bakatheer more than

ka
t

punishment and revenge. Al-Zubaidi argues that the ‘chain’ does not mean the divine
punishment but the people’s sins and the human’s revenge. He also maintains that the

ba

play mainly aims to encourage people to forgive others, repent to God, and have good
morality (Bakatheer, 1951, p. 132-137). Therefore, it appears vividly that forgiveness
(both divine and human one) is the only means to break the chain of sins. AbdTawwab’s
attitude while he is on his deathbed epitomizes that. He asks his friend (Qasim) whether
he notices that the chain is broken off his neck after he is granted forgiveness. He says:
“Yes, do not you hear its rattling sound breaking off my neck? Do not you hear its rattling sound O Qasim? ... (Happily he continues) “It is broken now Qasim. It fell off my
neck! Congratulate me O Qasim congratulate me… I am now free and unchained [from
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any burden]” (Bakatheer, 1951, p. 148). This speech of AbdTawwab is prompted by his
friend’s forgiveness, the last forgiveness that AbdTawwab has been seeking (after that of
God and Om Mastoor). It is worth noting that ‘forgiveness’ concludes the ‘measure for
measure’ story in both plays. However, the result of ‘forgiveness’ is extra emphasized in
Bakatheer’s play where AbdTawwab wakes up from his death momentarily5 to talk a bit
about the end of the sin (the broken chain).
Related to forgiveness and sin is the religious atmosphere in both plays. Ostensi-

om

bly, religion is a crucial element in Bakatheer’s play. Indeed it reflects his strong Islamic
background and his religious motivation to right this play (and other works as well).

.c

Many researchers (such as Al-Zubaidi, 2015; Hameed, 2015) conducted several studies

er

on Bakatheer’s life and works and highlighted a great deal of religious aspects and mes-

he

sages. Some of the religious aspects in The Chain and the Forgiveness are starting the
play with verses from the Noble Quran, presenting the main character in the first scene

ka
t

while reading Quran and seeking God’s forgiveness, quoting from the Quran in different
places in the play, meeting at places of worship (Mosque), involving Islamic rul-

ba

ings/verdicts, introducing religious figures, and (most importantly) constructing the plot
on religious themes i.e. forgiveness, repentance, and sin. Relatively speaking, Shakespeare’s play seems to involve many religious elements such as religious characters, biblical themes (‘measure for measure’, marriage, and forgiveness), places of worship, and
religious terms and expressions (God/ divine). Further, the morality and the religious
code in Bakatheer’s play are, in a way, similar to that of Measure for Measure. For instance, sex beyond wed- lock is extremely forbidden. One can safely state that the major
vice and major virtue (Illegitimate sexual intercourse and Forgiveness) are highly empha-
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sized in both plays. Indeed, the dishonest sexual intercourse is a crucial element in building the two stories.
Related to the content of the plays is the ‘choice’ theme that is emphasized in the
plays. We notice that several characters are forced to choose between difficult options. In
Measure for Measure, for example, Isabella has to choose between her chastity and her
brother, Claudio has to choose between his freedom and his honor, Isabella has to choose
between revenge and forgiveness, and the Duke has to choose between punishment and

om

forgiveness. Similarly, in The Chain and the Forgiveness, AbdTawwab chooses to forgive his wife who betrays him instead of divorcing her. He decides to adopt her bastard

.c

son as well. Further, AbdTawwab chooses to forgive Om Mastoor who repeatedly hurts

he

he is on his deathbed.

er

him. At the end of the play, Om Mastoor and Qasim choose to forgive AbdTawwab while

Yet, there are other general similarities between Shakespeare’s and Bakatheer’s

ka
t

styles. Some of them are dividing the story into scenes and acts, using soliloquies, using
secondary characters, and introducing funny characters.

ba

However, giving the main characters meaningful names is a distinguishing similarity between the two plays. This appears remarkably in The Chain and the Forgiveness
where the name of each character gives a meaning that reflects the role of that character
in the story. AbdTawwab, for instance, means the ‘Servant of (God) the Forgiver’. This
reflects the main feature of this figure i.e. seeking forgiveness and repenting to God.
AbdTawwab’s sister whose name Asya (pillar and support) reflects her role in the play.
She stands always beside her brother and feels and supports him in all phases of his life
(Al-Zubaidi, 2010, p. 143). Likewise, Gayda’s mother, who knows and keeps the hidden
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secrets of her daughter and AbdTawwab and does not reveal them, carries the name Om
Mastoor (Mother of the concealed/ hidden). Qasim’s name means divide and share. This
reflects his story which is divided and shared between two characters and two crimes i.e.
his wife affairs with AbdTawwab and his sister’s murder. In addition, he shares his business with AbdTawwab (Al-Zubaidi, 2010, p. 144).
This can be compared to other characters in Shakespeare’s play whose names illustrate certain meanings. The name ‘Angelo’ that is given to the pious deputy, for in-

om

stance, connotes the piety and the purity of this figure that is expected to be similar to a
real angel. However, it seems that Shakespeare uses this name ironically since Angelo

.c

turns to be a corrupted official. On the other hand, the name ‘Isabella’ is “the Italian form

er

of the name Isabel and means “consecrated to God” (Starr, 2005, p. 3). This reflects Isa-

he

bella’s piety and her intention to become a nun. ‘Overdone’ is another name that carries a
meaning related to a bawd who seems to do her job excessively. The Lucio name, which

ka
t

means light, reflects the role of this character that sheds lights on some facts during the
course of the play. In this sense, it is compared to a fool (Candido, 2014).

ba

Still there are some other less important similarities between Measure for Measure and The Chain and the Forgiveness. Unfortunately the time and the space do not allow us to mention them in details. However, a brief list of some of these similarities will
fulfill the purpose of this brief study. For instance, both plays contain funny figures and
comedy moments. Both plays display a remarkable role for women as major characters.
Also, the woman’s body is an important element in the stories. Finally, the Law (both
secular and religious) and its execution and application are crucial themes in both plays.
CONCLUSION:
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The comparison between Shakespeare’s Measure for Measure and Bakatheer’s
The Chain and the Forgiveness reveals many similarities in different areas. Insofar, style,
content, title, theme, plot, characters, and genre have been discussed beside some other
issues in various ways and in different length.
The great number of similarities between the two works confirms the well-known
fact that Bakatheer has been remarkably influenced by Shakespeare. It further entails that
Bakatheer’s play seems to be a direct mimic of Shakespeare’s play. However, such mim-

om

icry is not a blind one that takes everything for granted. Rather, Bakatheer’s creativity
resulted in some major changes in goal, content, and style.

.c

As a practicing Muslim who dedicated his pen to promote Islamic morality and to

er

defend Islam and Muslims, Bakatheer’s play appears to coincide with his other works.

he

Therefore, the educational goal of the play (encouraging the audience to repent and to
forgive) is highly emphasized in Bakatheer’s play. One can safely claim that while

ka
t

Shakespeare’s play was in Bakatheer’s mind as he was writing The Chain and the Forgiveness, he deliberately chose to take some measures and make some changes to repro-

ba

duce a more educational and religious play. Although Bakatheer has been influenced in
the first place by Shawqi, it seems that Shakespeare’ style and content has prompted Bakatheer to write this play.
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Endnotes Page
1. Shetywi in his essay The Merchant of Venice in Arabic.
2. Therefore, I have translated into English (in this paper) all the quotations that are
taken from this play and from the other Arabic works as well.
3. The 1917 British government statement that permits Jews to establish their Jewish

om

state in Palestine.

4. Al-Zubaidi Book: Ali Ahmed Bakatheer: On the occasion of a century after his

.c

birth (127& 249) and Al-Zubaidi Website: Bakatheer.com.

er

5. Waking up from death in The Chain and the Forgiveness reminds us with Shake-

he

speare’s habit in waking up some of his characters in some plays such as Henry

ba

ka
t

IV. There is a possibility that Bakatheer adopts Shakespeare’s trick.
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